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Is my use considered Featured or Background?
Use this guide to determine your category for each stage/
area of your event.
YES

YES

Your use is
Featured.

NO

Is the Featured music
or live performer using
Sound Recordings
as part of their
performance?
Your use is
Featured - Musical
Works & Sound
Recordings.
Both APRA and
PPCA rates
apply.

YES

Your APRA
rate will be based
on 2.2% of your
expenditure on Live
Artist Performers.
Where applicable,
your PPCA rate will
be featured rates per
attendee.

NO

YES

Your use is
Featured Musical Works.
Only APRA rates
apply
Is your
expenditure
on Live Artist
Performers
greater than
$50,000?

Are there
any Live Performers
(including DJs) or is
the music Featured
(including Music
Videos)?

Your use is
Background.
Both APRA and
PPCA rates
apply.

Are you using
recorded
background
music?

NO

You are not
using any
music in this
area, no fee
applies.

NO
o Featured - where live music, recordings and/or Music Videos (within APRA and/or
Your APRA
rates and (where
applicable) your
PPCA rates will be
the per attendee
featured rates.

PPCA’s repertoire) are given prominence or used as a feature of the event (or any part
of the event) or advertised to the general public as forming part of the entertainment
for that event. Featured Music is where the music is the focal point or is integral to the
event

o Background - means music (within APRA and/or PPCA’s repertoire) not used as a

prominent feature and/or characteristic part of the entertainment of the event or
advertised to the general public as forming part of the entertainment of the event.
Background Music is incidental music where the music is not intended to be a focal
point and has no physical performers.

FEE TABLE :
GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS
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General Entertainment Events
Per attendee rate (incl GST)

Subject to a minimum fee of $82.50 per right

APRA*

PPCA

Featured

$0.1359

$0.1359

Background/ Changeover

$0.0339

$0.0339

*For APRA, if Expenditure on Live Artist Performers is greater than $50,000 the rate will be 2.2% of expenditure on live artist performers.
The rates for Background and Featured Music are each applied using the number of attendees relevant to the area or stage where that music is used.
Where both Background and Featured Music are used in the same area, both rates will be applied.
Minimum fee applies to each right (APRA Works and PPCA Sound Recordings) per event, regardless of the music use category (Background or
Featured).

